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I. Abstract
For my thesis body of work, I created sculptures
comprised of glass and other components. Through material
explorations, trial and error, and experimentation, I further
developed my sensibilities toward glass. By stretching,
curving, stacking, and encasing glass, the resulting
sculptures are abstract and self-referential. Through the
process of creating, I made many discoveries. I hope viewers
will connect with the work and create their own dialogue
amongst the sculptures.
Experimentation and trial and error were key to the body
of work. Implementing my knowledge of glass and the successes
of previous attempts, I created controlled scenarios to
manipulate glass. Once the desired phenomenon occurred, I
froze the moment in time for all to witness. I created jigs
to exact specifications, but with a crude and innate
sensibility. I orchestrated the events, but not without
serendipity’s influence. The next pieces were like a call and
response; I made adjustments based on the previous tests. I
played a mental chess game with myself, thinking logically
through different options and approaches, until I reached my
next move. Winning or losing was never important, just the
experience of playing the game.
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By strictly working in this manner, I opened many doors.
Many parameters were also set to help me focus yet
simultaneously provide more potential in the one narrowed
field of experimentation. Reacting to the material, keeping
variables fixed, and making acute adjustments, this truly was
a scientific exploration.
I feel like I have only scratched the surface of this
way of making. The possibilities are immense and a similar
method of working has the potential to be applied to many
different materials. For this exploration, I focused on the
fluidity of glass.
II. Introduction
Glass is an incredible material. Hard and soft, hot and
cold, malleable and fragile, translucent and opaque, I
attempted to utilize and amplify many of these qualities. By
creating different controlled scenarios for the material, I
let the phenomena occur. I tried to encourage and enhance the
glass’s natural tendencies. The only way to achieve this goal
was to make many attempts and learn from my mistakes.
Parameters were set, leading to a more focused investigation
and actually opening more doors along the way. All of my past
experiences with glass came into play as I designed and
created these scenarios. I intended to explore the fluid
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properties of glass and then arrest a single movement
forever.

III. Discussion of Sources and Research
My way of working has been greatly inspired by Richard
Serra’s approaches. Much of Serra’s early work is based on a
series of verbs that he could apply to many different
materials. “I wrote down a list of transitive verbs -- to
split, to splash, to spread, to roll, to heap. . . -- and
applied the infinitives, in short, I began to tightly roll
sheets of lead” (Serra, 142).

This method of working can be

seen in many of Serra’s works, including “Splashing” 1968,
“Thirty-Five Feet of Lead Rolled up” 1968, and “To Lift”
1967. I found his thinking instructive: “It struck me that
instead of thinking what a sculpture is going to be and how
you’re going to do it compositionally, what if you just
enacted those verbs in relation to a material, and didn’t
worry about the results?” (Richard Serra MOMA website).
Serra used his examination and understanding of
different materials and their physical properties in
conjunction with his thoughts about the processes of creating
sculpture to come up with a method of working. He describes
this method as experimentation and play (Richard Serra MOMA
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website). He understands that he must implement many of the
action verbs and make many attempts. With this type of
experimentation, the end result is not of primary importance.
Serra explains the primacy of play: “And play I think is a
big factor in a lot of the early work and it continues to be
in my studio because that’s how one allows oneself to move in
directions which one could not have
foreseen” (MOMA website). Serra’s
method appealed to me. Inspired by
the simplicity of form and process
in Serra’s sculpture “To Lift,” I
focused on this transitive verb and
Richard Serra, To Lift, Rubber

began to explore through trial and
error, learning from the

experiments that did not turn out exactly as I had hoped.
I knew I shared this method with other artists: closely
watching and learning how materials behave, making mistakes,
and sometimes letting my gut feeling take control. Process
and materials are ever fascinating.
Tara Donovan allows her intuitive nature to take control
when she encounters “mini-phenomenon.” As Donovan believes “A
lot of art making comes from just paying attention to
accidental discoveries” (Baume, 7). She is very attentive to
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inherent material traits, and she uses repetition and other
methods to display these traits with fascinating results. She
experiments with multiples until she discovers the best way
to display the materials’ subtle phenomena. I am very
intrigued by the way Donovan is able to harness phenomenon
from so many different materials.
Glass, with its unique
characteristics holds vast potential for
harnessing its phenomena. I am well aware
of the impact that certain forces have on
glass. I know that heat and gravity have
huge implications on the material. I also

Harold Edgerton, Splash
of Milk

understand that I am able to freeze a
gesture in time. The ability to freeze the moment became
crucial to the work. Influenced by Harold Edgerton and his
use of the stroboscope, I applied forces to slightly molten
glass with the intention of freezing the moment in time.
	
  

This quality of glass profoundly draws me to it as an

artistic medium. I can impart a specific action onto the
glass, and then have that action as a frozen moment in time
out of the material. I sought to integrate the discoveries
and methods of these artists into my work on “Fluid.”
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Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s studies on the psychology of
optimal experience also influenced my work significantly. He
refers to a state of mind as “’flow’--the state in which
people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems
to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people
will do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing
it”(Csikszentmihalyi, 4). This statement describes my
feelings about glass perfectly. At times throughout this
process, I did not always know what the end goal was, but I
was immersed in every step. When I was deep in the process of
making, I became so motivated that time seemed to stop.
“Generally in flow we forget time, and hours may pass by in
what seem like a few minutes” (Csikszentmihalyi, 13). Just as
glass can portray an arrested moment in time, the temporality
of my mind was frequently frozen in a moment as time passed
around me, completely engrossed in the act of making.
Many artists have described their time creating as a
moment of flow. Richard Serra might be describing a similar
feeling: “I find that the activity of working on it puts my
mind in the state which, I think, has more to do with art
than the intentions that could be discerned in the work when
it’s finished…”

(Serra p. 37). The act of doing is

essential to the sense of flow, constantly creating and
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manipulating the material, continually pushing and pulling it
in new directions, allowing the activity to take over.
During this maximum state of involvement, “there is no
worry of failure.

While in flow, we are too involved to be

concerned with failure” (Csikszentmihalyi, 12). This notion
became essential to my way of working. Constantly
experimenting with a material that I truly love to work with
and learn more about was a joy in itself, and the immersion
in the process enabled me to ignore any possibility of
failure. I enjoyed the process and realized that it was all
part of the journey to make mistakes. “These periods of
struggling to overcome challenges are what people find to be
the most enjoyable times of their lives” (Csikszentmihalyi,
6).

It’s in the doing, not the done.

IV. Critical Analysis
First motivated by my love for the material and the
artists who inspire me, I began to think about nontraditional ways to manipulate glass. I used my technical
training in new ways and tried to focus on what I knew about
glass, its most basic properties and the way it moves. Then I
created jigs and tools to manipulate the glass, to realize my
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vision. The results were slow at the start. I believe that
failure is very important. Each failure enabled me to make
adjustments and increase my chances of success. However, I
was not sure what success would look like. I had intentions,
but they did not directly correspond to what I considered a
successful result.
In some regards, the process became like a chess game,
although I was playing against myself. I made a move and
watched and waited to see what the response would be. I could
not move again until I saw the result. Using part intuition
and part logic, the next ‘move’ was a direct response to the
result of the previous ‘move.’ I became more and more
comfortable with this way of working. After many early
experiments, and many failures, the game became easier and
the decisions became even more intuitive. I was not concerned
with winning or losing, but the journey of the game
fascinated me. Like Donovan, I focused on the results of
“accidental discoveries” as I worked with each experiment.
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Setting parameters
became very important in
this investigation. I
could have used any form
of glass in this
manipulation study. Partly
Thread, 72” x 36” x 3”	
  

based from my earlier
works, “Rope Study,” “Bundle,” and “Thread,” I chose simple
clear glass cane as my starting point. The thought of
manipulating straight lines was very appealing to me, and
there seemed to be much potential.
I also did not want to add any color into the work. I
felt as Richard Serra did when he stated: “The color of the
material is the color of my work. I am not interested in
embellishing surfaces by polishing or painting them. If you
paint (color) a material you deny the intrinsic quality of
the material” (Serra p. 147). Using only clear glass just
made the most sense to me. As Tara
Donovan is aware, “light affects
the pieces . . . I am attracted to
the fugitive color that exists in
transparent materials. It’s not a
Tara Donovan, Untitled, Scotch Tape
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real color, it comes and goes” (P. 9 [footnote 17]).
	
  

Only using transparent, colorless glass, I was able to

create external forms; however, the forms have visually
evocative, dynamic, and internal qualities that would be lost
with an opaque material. The characteristics of clear glass
are fascinating. The glass simultaneously is able to diffuse,
refract, and absorb light. These
qualities give the work many added
dimensions.
I had thoughts and ideas of what
the material would do and how it would
react. I built a series of lifting
apparatus, which essentially resembled
giant shoehorns.
Lifting Apparatus	
  
	
  

After fusing many glass rods together

to create a 3” thick sheet of glass, and allowing the sheet
to soak at about 1350 degrees
F, I opened the kiln, stuck
my apparatus inside and
lifted with all my strength.
It was exhilarating. I
Lift, 40” x 30” x 11”

had never handled glass in
this manner. Moving such a large
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mass with all of my strength, the heat from the kiln: it was
intense, it was new. I wanted more. This technique was also
interesting because in a sense, it is the exact opposite from
the way that I made all of the pieces of glass for “Fluid.”
Instead of letting gravity do the work under my strict
supervision, I was the moving force.
In the fashion of this
method of working, I had to
try again. With my knowledge
of glass, I thought that if I
could get it hot enough,
while I was lifting the glass
with the kiln door open, the

Lift 2, 30” x 20” x 8”

glass would cool off enough that gravity would not have a
large effect on the glass after I finished lifting. Glass
stays hot for a long time. I was only half correct. With only
one attempt to lift, after I closed the kiln the glass did
continue to be impacted by the force of gravity. To my
enjoyment, this continued malleability added some gestural
qualities to the piece. “Lift”, “Lift 2,” and “Forces” were
all made in this manner.
Working with the kiln instead of off the blowpipe made
sense, it enhanced the potential to increase scale and
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created a more sculptural presence. The biggest drawback with
the kiln was the almost inevitable flat side where the glass
rested on the kiln shelf. This challenge proved to be
interesting and led me to think in some new directions. My
first idea around this was to hang the glass. I began to
experiment with both nicrome and copper wire in hanging jigs.
The results were interesting, but the evidence of the hanging
wire was too apparent in the final piece. It was this train
of thought that led me to balance glass on top of steel rods.
This method eliminated the strangled feeling that the glass
hung by wires had conveyed. It also opened many doors to
creating tools to manipulate the glass.
Homemade jigs and specialized tools are essential to the
work. Every piece in the thesis body of work required the use
of a specific jig or tool made from
scratch or an existing tool altered for
a new purpose. Creating the jigs
required much thought, learned material
traits from previous experiments, and
an intuitive fabrication sense.
Primarily, the jigs were made from
Jig with glass before firing

steel. The jigs were not only useful to
my work, but also necessary.
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They were fabricated with a very intuitive mindset. The

way they look had no importance; I was only interested in how
the jigs would hold the glass. The process of trial and error
and altering the jigs became very interesting to me.
It was a long adventure to get the jig to hold the glass
correctly to make the components in “Fluid.” I knew I wanted
to balance the glass on top of a steel rod, and once the
correct amount of heat was introduced in the oven, the glass
would slump until I froze the moment and quickly cooled off
the kiln. However balancing the glass on top of a skinny
piece of steel proved to be very difficult. As a first
solution, I used a small piece of kiln shelf to support the
glass from the bottom. Once the glass started to react to
heat and gravity, I would pull the supporting kiln shelf away
so gravity was able to take full affect. I did not have good
results with this method.
It took me many tries to realize that instead of
supporting the glass from the bottom, I could support the
glass from the top and not have any part of the jig in the
path of the moving glass. The process by which I came up with
such a simple discovery really fascinates me. I truly believe
that in order to find the best solution, one must have many
unsuccessful attempts to help guide to the correct solution.
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In a similar mindset, sometimes the most simple solution is
the most difficult to discover.
“Fluid” also utilizes components
in order to achieve a greater mass
and scale. The entire piece
originated from essentially straight
lines. The glass was impacted by
heat, gravity, and the use of my jigs
to create a gestural, fluid feeling.
I fabricated a stand for the steel

Fluid, detail

rods, which remained essentially

straight lines, except that the weight of the glass bent the
steel. The top row has the most glass on it, and therefore is
bent the most. I feel that there is much potential to be
explored in this simple phenomenon. 	
  
I enjoyed these explorations and investigations, which
also represented an exploration into my own mind. This method
is very consistent with that of technical glass blowing. Some
variables are the same, while others can be easily changed.
With a material like glass, every decision is crucial because
it reacts so closely to the operators touch. The same
scenario can be presented many times, the gaffer has
fractions of seconds to think about past occurrences, make a
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new decision and implement it immediately. I frequently think
about the way glass moves, always trying to enhance my
material sensibility. Thinking is only part of the process.
When the material is molten, all uncertainty and hesitation
must be eliminated. Crucial decisions must be made
instantaneously. There is no time to stop and think. Once an
action is imparted, the result is frozen, a moment in time
paused.
The nature of glass allows the creator to literally
think with ones hands. With trial and error ever active,
muscle memory and repetition are essential. My hands enjoy
being active. As long as I can remember, I have always used
my hands almost as my primary sense. When asking my
grandmother to tell me stories from when I was a baby, her
immediate thought was “he touched everything!” My
grandmother’s recollection couldn’t be more appropriate.
The tactile relationship I have with creating the thesis
body of work was immense. Manipulating the glass into rods by
endlessly pulling them into rods. I turned a lot of molten
glass into rods. I then handled every inch of glass. Each
60ft length was cut, yet I tried to cut every piece to a
different length. The shorter lines got stacked in a box,
carried to the kiln room, and carefully placed and arranged
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in the oven. This process became very personal to me. I made
long lengths of glass, interacting with the material closely
with my hands and cutting it all up, then in a sense putting
each individual piece in a larger grouping and fusing them
together. This became the first steps in creating form and
gesture with line.

V. Conclusion
Throughout my experimentation, the material of glass
guided my method of working. I believe that I can apply this
approach and philosophy of interacting with glass to
different materials as well. Throughout this exploration, I
have learned a great deal about my sensibilities toward
glass. I feel like I am only scratching the surface of this
methodology. I can continue to explore the depths of this
type of research, continue to make tools and jigs and
continue to expand the outcomes.
This material investigation resulted in what I consider
to be a very cohesive body of work. Since I treated the glass
with a similar frame of mind for all of the pieces, they all
relate to each other. Creating each piece was a journey with
many discoveries along the way. The addition of steel as a
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pedestal greatly helped tie the work together. The clear
glass needed the black base to make it stand out.
In the future, I hope to continue to work in this
mindset. I am very curious, and I hope to explore the
possibilities of many other materials. Glass has opened the
door, but I will continue to play a mental chess game with
myself and explore new jigs, alternate scenarios, and
different materials, in the hope that I discover new paths
along my journey.
Reflecting on my thesis body of work, I feel I have
begun to define myself as an artist. The journey, processes,
new methods of working, and simply the vast amount of labor
put into the work excite me. The doors I have opened and
material sensibilities I have gained compel me to continue to
work in this manner. I hope that viewers of the work were
able to get a taste of my explorations, excitement, and
absolute passion for this way of working. Through balances
between gesture and form, mass and translucency, I aimed to
reveal alluring and seductive qualities inherent to glass. I
hope that the viewers of the work are as seduced with the
results as I am. I aim to continue to push these results and
continue to grow, develop, and challenge myself as an artist.
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